Melt Mirror I

A glass mirror slumps over a thick wooden dowel mounted to the wall. The exposed edge keeps the form light and delicate. Part of the Melt Collection; a continued exploration of reality vs. perception through material and form.

**DIMENSIONS:** 20 × 36 × 2 ¼ in  
**WEIGHT:** 18 lbs  
**SHOWN IN:** Clear mirror, edge banded walnut, walnut dowel  
**LEAD TIME:** 6 - 10 weeks  
**CUSTOMIZATION:** Glass tint and frame finish are customizable  
**YEAR:** 2020  
**MADE IN:** New York City  
**SKU:** MMELT001  
**NOTE:** This mirror must be hung with the included mounting hardware, not leaned.

**MIRROR TINTS**
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**FRAME FINISHES**
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